SECRET

IMMEDIATE WAVE DIR CITE MEXI 6933

RYBAT TYPIC AMLEO

1. AMLEO-3 MET 16 NOV WITH SISTER. HE REPORTS HE SATISFIED THAT DEAL IS STRAIGHT ONE.

2. AMLEO-3 MADE TELEPHONIC CONTACT WITH PEDRO PABLO PEPET GIRON LATE 16 NOVEMBER. PEREZ SAID HE WOULD BE ONLY MIDDLEMAN. INSTRUCTED AMLEO-3 TO TELEPHONE AGAIN AFTER 1900 HOURS MEXI TIME ON 17 NOV. WILL ADVISE.

3. AN UNFORTUNATE DEVELOPMENT OCCURRED ON 16 NOV WHEN AMLEO-3 WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE WAVE C/O TELEPHONED LATAMIL-9 AT HIS HOME ASKING FOR MEETING. THIS TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED FOR EVENING 18 NOV. LATAMIL-9 UPSET BY THIS CONTACT. STATION WILL SEE THAT MEETING DOES NOT TAKE PLACE. LATAMIL-9 WISHES STATION ADVICE AS TO WHETHER HE SHOULD REPORT CALL TO HIS CHIEF (OF COURSE UNAWARE PRESENT AMLEO OF SO THIS WOULD NOT BE MENTIONED). STATION INCLINED BELIEVE LATAMIL-9 SHOULD DO SO IN ORDER PROTECT HIS POSITION. REQUEST DIR ADVISE STATION PRIOR 1000 MEXI TIME 18 NOV IF DIR OPPOSES THIS CONTEMPLATED COURSE OF ACTION. STATION BELIEVES THIS STEP WOULD ONLY TELL PBRUMEN AUTHORITIES THAT AMLEO-3 IS IN MEXI WHICH WOULD NOT
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NECESSARILY JEOPARDIZE OPERATION. IF LITANIL-9 DOES NOT ADVISE HIS CHIEF THE POSSIBILITY ALWAYS EXISTS THAT HIS POSITION MIGHT BE JEOPARDIZED SHOULD KNOWLEDGE OF THE CONTACT LATER BECOME KNOWN.

PJS ADVISE,
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